
In today’s marketing world, content is king. With so much access to information on the internet, huge corporations and 

small businesses are all competing with each other for your attention (and your target market’s attention). But unlike a 

marketing strategy that relies heavily on Google to generate leads in which the Page 1 results go to the people who spend 

the most, a marketing strategy that centers on content can elevate your status and grow your �rm.

Marketing That Actually Works: 10 Ways Better Content Will Help You 

Grow Your Law Firm

The best cases go to the best marketers, and in today’s world, the best marketers are 

those who consistently appear in social media feeds, email inboxes, and other mediums 

so that people think of them �rst when the need arises.

You Create Top-of-Mind Awareness

Don’t believe us? Here are 10 things that happen when you place your marketing focus on content.

Referrals are the best type of client, and you’re only getting about 1/3 of the referrals 

available to you. Generating content that keeps you top-of-mind will close that referral 

gap as more people think of you �rst when someone else needs help.

Your Referrals Increase

Content marketing doesn’t have to be as expensive as a cold lead generation campaign 

like SEO or PPC. In fact, the money you save focusing on content, coupled with the 

increased referrals, levels out those cash flow peaks and valleys that plague many small 

businesses.

Your Cash Flow Improves

People want to work with the best, and a good content strategy that showcases your 

expertise in a way that the common person can understand elevates you and positions 

you as the go-to attorney in your city.

You Build an Expert Reputation



There’s a lot of bad information out there, but having content that addresses people’s 

legal concerns and explains their rights and options to them will educate them and brings 

them to your o�ce more prepared to hire you.

You Become a Source of Reliable Information

People are intimidated by lawyers. However, if your content is empathetic and shows 

that you care and want to help people, you’ll eliminate the trepidation that people may 

feel. 

You Break Down Barriers

Not only do people want to work with the best, but they want the best to work with them. 

A good content strategy will open doors for more strategic opportunities like podcast 

appearances and other speaking events because you’ll be seen as the expert on a given 

You Have More Marketing Opportunities

With that expert status comes a premium rate. Over time, a good content strategy 

gives you the ability to command higher rates that people won’t hesitate to pay 

because they expect the expert attorney to cost more than the general practitioner 

You Can Charge Higher Rates

A good content strategy means you no longer have to be a door lawyer. If your content 

focuses on the practice area and the type of legal work you enjoy doing, you weed out 

the stu� that makes you miserable.

You Can Take the Cases You Want

The biggest complaint among lawyers about marketing their �rm is that it rarely works. 

However, if your content is engaging and articulates who you are and how you can help, 

you’ll see a higher win rate on your consultations, improved performance on your SEO 

All of Your Marketing E�orts Actually Work

Ready to make content the focus of your law �rm’s marketing strategy? We can help! Send an email to 

Solutions@SpotlightBranding.com and we’ll be happy to put together a solution for you.
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